
 

'GAY MAFIA' OPENLY CONTROLS NETFLIX

Watching Goyflix, getting goy results. Go figure!
permalink

[–]  Etheral  1 points (+2|-1 ) 1.8 hours ago 

How do you know someone that doesn't have a TV?
He will tell you ... that's me!
Torrent folks. Get a VPN outside 5/7/12 eyes nations.
Shill time! I use IVPN from Gibraltar (technically under UK, but
not). I have never gotten a DMCA or whatever take down
notice with them in close to two years. USA Golden Frog
nailed me twice. IVPN is $100 / year though.
permalink    parent

[–]  3337333  9 points (+9|-0 ) 3.1 hours ago  (edited 3.1 hours ago)

"Entertainment" is nothing but brainwashing you stupid goy.
permalink

[–]  Naught405  2 points (+2|-0 ) 2 hours ago 

It so much easier to live vicariously from your couch and bag
of cheetos goY!
permalink    parent

[–]  3337333  1 points (+1|-0 ) 1.6 hours ago 

satanists worship a black cube.... hrmmmm
permalink    parent

[–]  Gorillion  7 points (+8|-1 ) 2.5 hours ago 

Gave up on Legion, which was already extremely gay. But every
episode literally starts with a lecture on the world according to
progressivism now.
I just wanted to see a dude explode other dudes' heads with his
mind powers.
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permalink

[–]  JayDrifts  0 points (+0|-0 ) 6 minutes ago 

Yeah I started watching it and was like “I could get into this”
Then I kept watching...
permalink    parent

[–]  PR0PH37  5 points (+5|-0 ) 2.2 hours ago  (edited 2.2 hours ago)

Sense 8: Such potential..... Such a disappointment. It had me
right up until halfway of the pilot with the trans-lesbian sex scene
when the wet, floppy strap on hit the floor, after that it was
"nope". Shame cause up until that point I had enjoyed everything
by both the Wachowski's and JMS.
Altered Carbon was pretty rad tho.
permalink

[–]  N0F4TCH1X  1 points (+1|-0 ) 1.6 hours ago 

You do know that one of the watchowski's is a trans now ? not
that it changes anything but maybe it helps understand why
sense 8 was gay/trans/lesbo heaven.
permalink    parent

[–]  TheSeer  4 points (+4|-0 ) 1.5 hours ago 

http://assets.rebelcircus.com/blog/wp-
content/uploads/2016/03/matrix2.jpg JPG

One of them? No, they are now both TRANS! The MIC
must have fantastic mind control tech.
permalink    parent
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[–]  JayDrifts  0 points (+0|-0 ) 3.7 minutes ago 

Altered Carbon is just as bad with the sjw nonsense just less
gay
permalink    parent

[–]  ardvarcus  4 points (+4|-0 ) 1.1 hours ago 

Homos having sex, 90-pound women beating up ten men in a
row, inter-racial sex (almost always a black man and a white
woman), and torture, torture, torture (Hollywood just loves the
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torture scene). It's Jew perversion and decadence. Jews did the
same thing in Berlin in the 1930s.
permalink

[–]  Acerphoon  3 points (+3|-0 ) 38 minutes ago 

Honestly, I can't watch this shit anymore.
It's always about oppressed women or minorities, who end up
being stronger than everyone or some other bullshit. Constantly
it's the evil white men that are at fault. 
Gay sex scenes, Transsexuals, super-friendly non-whites etc. 
Can't say I was surprised when the main actor in the series I was
watching "The Bridge" was jewish.
They even talked about gender-neutral schools in sweden. 
It's driving me insane. I know it's propaganda, but the problem is,
there isn't even any good counter-propaganda to this. 
Not even something that shows national socialists as normal
human beings. Or even nationalists. No, they're always stupid
monsters everywhere, in every fucking show.
I don't get how people can actually believe this.
permalink

[–]  Holonomic  0 points (+0|-0 ) 21 minutes ago 

Couldn't agree more.
permalink    parent

[–]  8_billion_eaters  2 points (+3|-1 ) 2.3 hours ago 

Season 1 of Game of Thrones... great drama. Last
episode...blonde girl consumed by fire... baby dragons on her
naked body! Fuck...this is going to be a great series.
Season 2 of Game of Thrones..... homos.
Never saw another episode. When the JEWS are driven out of
Hollywood, we will finally get some good entertainment.
permalink

[–]  clamhurt_legbeard  5 points (+5|-0 ) 1.9 hours ago 

At least that homo stuff was in the books since the 90s.
Then again, it was all off screen....
permalink    parent
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[–]  The-Dude-Abides  2 points (+2|-0 ) 2.9 hours ago 

Uhh... context here?
permalink

[–]  DeadFox  9 points (+9|-0 ) 2.8 hours ago 

House of cards one, what the powerful strong and silent
politician starts rimming his nigger body guard for one
permalink    parent

[–]  Lord_Oprah  2 points (+2|-0 ) 2.7 hours ago 

All the powerful people have some sort of sexual
perversion
permalink    parent
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[–]  walterhartman  [S] 6 points (+6|-0 ) 2.5 hours ago 

Narcos Season 3 and Ozark.
permalink    parent

[–]  HappyMealBullshit  3 points (+3|-0 ) 2.2 hours ago 

I've never watched Narcos but I gave up on Netflix and that
Ozark show when they turned gay as fuck halfway through
the first season. It was so shoehorned in and it made no
sense. It was just like some executive at Netflix randomly
decided that they needed more gay sex scenes in their
shows. I don't get it at all.
permalink    parent
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[–]  SocksOnCats  1 points (+1|-0 ) 2.5 hours ago 

Wait. Really? Ozark is gay?
permalink    parent
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[–]  newmenewmeyea  0 points (+0|-0 ) 3.6 minutes ago 

Cancel netflix. It's cancer.
permalink

[–]  Durm  0 points (+0|-0 ) 36 minutes ago 
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I was not expecting D-Train...
permalink

[–]  hungir_strike  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.1 hours ago 

Let's think about prefixes. A- anything is subtracting it from the
word. What is the opposite of musing? Amusement. I have no
qualms with television shows that are thought provoking and
entertaining, but nobody can pretend that binging on Netflix is
anything but a waste of time.
permalink

[–]  Jizzmaster3000  0 points (+0|-0 ) 1.3 hours ago 

You get what you pay for.
permalink

[–]  voatusernamevoat  -1 points (+0|-1 ) 35 minutes ago 

You're a faggot for paying to watch jew swill.
permalink

[–]  24601_JeanValJean  -1 points (+0|-1 ) 58 minutes ago 

I didn't know people called stuff "gay" anymore.
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